
Food Waste Prevention
before storing whole cucumbers in the fridge,
rinse them with cold water then dry them
wrap the cucumbers in a paper towel or tea
towel to absorb any excess moisture
place the wrapped cucumbers in a plastic bag
sealed halfway
cucumbers store best in 50 degrees Fahrenheit 
keep cucumbers away from other produce that
could speed up the decay process like apples or
bananas

cucumbers are an amazingly healthy local
vegetable! They are primarily made of water
and are a great source of hydration, as well
as a host of nutrients like potassium, and
vitamins k and c.

Fun Facts
the saying "cool as a cucumber" came from

the cucumber's ability to cool the
temperature of the blood. Also, when

applied topically, cucumber can ease burns
and swelling, which is why they are often

used in facials and spa treatments. 

Fun Facts
cucumbers are made

up of 95% water,
they are a great

way to stay
hydrated and full

while snacking!

cucumber Varieties

pickling
short, thick, and

thinner skin. Can be
used raw, but most

often pickled

persian
small, mini

cucumber. similar to
english in taste.

usually sweet not
bitter

garden
waxy coating on

skin, some bumps on
outside. Often

bitter

english
long with slightly
rugged skin. Not
bitter and few
seeds. brighter
green interior 

lemon 
round, small, and
yellow! Rarely

bitter, lots of seeds,
a hint of lemon

healthy serving ideas

use in smoothies
and juice recipes 

top with some oil and
vinegar for a fresh

salad

add slices to water
for some added flavor

and nutrients

spring - cucumber



Japanese Cucumber salad Recipe

3 mini cucumbers, sliced (about 3 cups)
2 tbsp soy sauce
2 tbsp rice vinegar
1 tsp sesame oil
1 tsp brown sugar
1 clove minced garlic
1/4 tsp crushed red pepper flakes
sesame seeds

Ingredients
 

combine soy sauce, rice vinegar, sugar,
garlic, and pepper flakes in a small bowl.
Whisk to combine
Pour dressing over the sliced cucumbers
and toss to combine.
Garnish with sesame seeds

Instructions

1.

2.

3.

quick pickles

Recipe From:  https://chefsavvy.com/japanese-cucumber-salad/#wprm-recipe-container-37920

activity From:  https://foodlets.com/2019/06/20/kids-favorite-easy-pickle-recipe-refrigerator-pickles/

2-3 cucumbers, quartered and sliced thickly
1/2 sweet onion, sliced
1/3 cup vinegar (any kind)
1 cup water
1 tbsp sugar
2 tsp salt
mason jar with lid
optional: additional herbs and spices (dill,
peppercorns, oregano, etc.)

materials
 

Fill you jar with sliced cucumbers and onions
feel free to add additional herbs or seasoning at this step

combine the water, vinegar, sugar, and salt in a measuring cup and whisk until sugar is
dissolved
pour the liquid over the cucumbers and onions
screw on the cap and shake
store in the fridge for at least an hour or over night
enjoy your quick pickles!

Instructions

1.
a.

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.


